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JRS Pipes and Tubes is India’s one of the most trusted JRS Pipes and Tubes is India’s one of the most trusted MS rectangularMS rectangular
pipe dealerspipe dealers with tubes in a wide range of dimensions and thicknesses. with tubes in a wide range of dimensions and thicknesses.
We specialize in offering our customers with custom thicknessWe specialize in offering our customers with custom thickness
rectangular steel pipes for critical and special applications. Alsorectangular steel pipes for critical and special applications. Also
commonly known as "Rectangular Hollow Sections (RHS)”, rectangularcommonly known as "Rectangular Hollow Sections (RHS)”, rectangular
pipes and tubes can be supplied with black paint mill finish or with antipipes and tubes can be supplied with black paint mill finish or with anti
rust oil coating for surface protection of the pipes. Rectangular steelrust oil coating for surface protection of the pipes. Rectangular steel
pipes both in seamless and welded form are widely used for structuralpipes both in seamless and welded form are widely used for structural
purposes, architectural work, special piping systems and many otherpurposes, architectural work, special piping systems and many other
general purpose fabrication works. Rectangular steel pipes can begeneral purpose fabrication works. Rectangular steel pipes can be
offered in both mechanical and structural grades, as per theoffered in both mechanical and structural grades, as per the
requirement of our customers.requirement of our customers.
Applications of Rectangular Steel Tubes & Welded Rectangular HollowApplications of Rectangular Steel Tubes & Welded Rectangular Hollow
Section:-Section:-
FurnitureFurniture
General Steel FabricationsGeneral Steel Fabrications
Structural WorkStructural Work
RacksRacks
Engineering ApplicationsEngineering Applications
Special Shape Piping Systems.  Special Shape Piping Systems.  
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MS Rectangular pipe DealersMS Rectangular pipe Dealers
JRS pipes and tubes are the leading MS Rectangular pipe dealers. WeJRS pipes and tubes are the leading MS Rectangular pipe dealers. We
sell you pipes that are  produced by some of the best industrialsell you pipes that are  produced by some of the best industrial
manufacturers around the globe. We sell these amazing quality pipesmanufacturers around the globe. We sell these amazing quality pipes
in the market and they finally reach you.in the market and they finally reach you.
The pipes we sell you are made by credible industries and underThe pipes we sell you are made by credible industries and under
proper supervision. The rectangular pipes sold by JRS pipes and tubesproper supervision. The rectangular pipes sold by JRS pipes and tubes
have the best performance and stability in working to the customer inhave the best performance and stability in working to the customer in
their respective usage. These pipes remain strong and still even intheir respective usage. These pipes remain strong and still even in
various undesirable conditions so that the customer does not findvarious undesirable conditions so that the customer does not find
themselves in losses in any diverse situation.themselves in losses in any diverse situation.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/jrs-pipes-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/jrs-pipes-
and-tubes-11170and-tubes-11170
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